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and unparalleled testing and debugging tools, learn MVC 4 Programming MVC 4 Programming. Microsoft MVC 4 with C# Programming overview: This course is
all about you, the programmer, in discovering the capabilities and features of the MVC 4 Framework and developing a rich web application using Visual Studio
The Beginner s Guide to MVC: First learning programming, then programming in the object-oriented paradigm, you decide to learn MVC 4. This course will
teach you, through six tutorial lessons, how to build your first MVC 4 application, using the C# language. Course Objectives: The course highlights what MVC
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Q: SQL Injection Filter What SQL Injection filter can I use in my login script? I'm not good at SQL, so this may be a noob question. I'm getting a general error. I
checked the code with W3SCHOOLS, but I didn't know what to do. P.S. I'm using PHP + MySQL For example, say I'm on the login page and I type in 'OR ''='

instead of 'OR '1=1 I receive a general error. Is there a way to filter that if someone were to input something bad in the box? Here is my script:
if(strlen($_REQUEST['username'])>1 && strlen($_REQUEST['password'])>1 && $_REQUEST['username']!="" && $_REQUEST['password']!=""){ $username =
$_REQUEST['username']; $password = $_REQUEST['password']; $sql="SELECT * FROM users WHERE username='$username' AND password='$password'";
$result=mysql_query($sql); $row = mysql_fetch_array($result); if($row[1]==1){ echo 'Welcome to my site! Please login.'; header('Location: index.php'); }

else { echo 'Invalid username or password.'; header('Location: signup.html'); } }else { echo 'Please fill out both fields.'; header('Location: signup.html'); } ?>
A: The answer is to check the form field if(strlen($_REQUEST['username'])>1 && strlen($_REQUEST['password'])>1 &&!empty($_REQUEST['username']

&&!empty($_REQUEST['password']))){ A: The best practice and the most secure thing to do is use prepared statements. Prepared statements are safer than
simply inserting the value directly into the query itself because you are encapsulating the values inside the $SQL string, so it's harder for an attacker to

tamper with and inject stuff into your code (SQL injection). There are two ways of using prepared statements: Using bind variables 6d1f23a050
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